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1 Overview
The goal of this document is to show how to customize a template to monitor only specific file systems and
also how change the monitoring threshold for each variant.

1.

Adding the file system variants

The file system monitoring configuration uses regular expression to filter the monitoring result set of the SAP
Host Agent. The filtering is done by SMD Agent. The example below uses a simple example by defining a
metric group for each file system you intend to monitor. You could create one metric grouping and use a
complex regular expression however the advantage of the simple approach is that you can have different
configurations such as different thresholds for each monitored file system.
You can either create a new host template for your OS by extending a SAP template or modify an existing
template.

1.1 Simple Regular Expression
1.1.1

Unix Technical System

In the first simple example you we will add a variant to monitor one particular file system using the regular
expression:

/oracle(.*)*
Once you have selected your OS template you follow the instructions below:
1. You go you to edit mode and then select the expert mode.
2. Select the metric tab
3. Select the metric “File System Free (%)”
You then select on the Data Collection tab for this metric and add a variant. If you want to monitor the
file system for oracle on Unix or Linux you would use the regular expression (valid for Linux or Unix):

/oracle(.*)*
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4. This can be done for every file system intended to be monitored. For example, here we monitor
Oracle, SAP and Aris:

5. It is important to deactivate the default metric variant “.*” from the list of metric groups associated for
this metric otherwise you will still see the all file systems monitored by the SAP Host Agent. You can
see this in the screenshot shown above.
6. After this the Technical Monitoring setup needs to be done for the system selecting the option “Assign
Template” and selecting the template you have just modified or created:
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7. It is possible to have any template that is created as the default template. One could use this template
as a default assignment for the OS if this OS is prelevant within the landscape. This is can be done in
Step 4 Template Maintenance.
8. Once the set up is complete it could take 5 to 10 minutes before it is possible to see the new
monitoring take effect:

1.1.2

Windows Technical System

In the first simple example you we will add a variant to monitor one particular file system using the regular
expression:

Ex: [C].*.
To monitor drives from C to F, the example is as
follows [C-F].*
Once you have selected your OS template you follow the instructions below:
1. You go you to edit mode and then select the expert mode.
2. Select the metric tab
3. Select the metric “File System Free (%)”
You then select on the Data Collection tab for this metric and add a variant. If you want to monitor the
file system for C drive you would use the regular expression (valid only for Windows): [C].*
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4. This can be done for every file system intended to be monitored. For example, here we monitor D drive,
E and F drive simultaneously.
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5. After this the Technical Monitoring setup needs to be done for the system selecting the option “Assign
Template” and selecting the template you have just modified or created:
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6. It is possible to have any template that is created as the default template. One could use this template
as a default assignment for the OS if this OS is prelevant within the landscape. This is can be done in Step
4 Template Maintenance.
7. Once the set up is complete it could take 5 to 10 minutes before it is possible to see the new monitoring
take effect:
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1.2 Negative Regular Expression
1.2.1

Unix Example

In this example one can create a variant to exclude certain file systems. A regular expression such as:
(?:(?!/oracle(/.*)*)(?!/aris(/.*)*).*)
The example above will show everything the SAP Host Agent monitors with the exception of the file systems
oracle and aris. Below is an example of the configuration:

And this will result in a complete file system monitoring with exception of the above folders which can be seen
in the example below:
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1.2.2

Windows Example

In this example one can create a variant to exclude certain file systems. A regular expression would be like
this [^<Drive>].*
Example: [^D].*
The example above will show everything the SAP Host Agent monitors with the exception of the D drive file
system. Below is an example of the configuration:

And this will result in a complete file system monitoring with exception of the above folders which can be seen
in the example below:
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2.

Changing the individual thresholds

It is possible to change the threshold of each individual file system being monitored i.e. each variant. In order
to do this you should select the metric (as explained previously) and then the variant for your file system below
the metric in the table:

In the example above I have selected the oracle file system and in the defaul threshold setting s it is possible
to change the thresholds. It is also possible to define different threshold for the different work modes that might
come into effect for your Technical System such down time or peak times.
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